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INT. QUESTION: Why throw rice at weddings? Tradition WORLD BOOK: "Rice is an EMBLEM of fruitfulness and is thrown to symbolize the wish for children. Harmless: if we know or don't know. Custom!! Young people: too often grow up accepting their rel. like traditions, rather than based on a Personal Knowledge of God's Word. GREAT FAITH!! OLD PROBLEM: Matt. 15:8-9. Rom. 10:1-3. LESSON: Put our Worship on basis of faith by pointing out the traditions attached.

I. GOSPEL PLAN OF SALVATION
   TRADITIONAL: Draw curtain. Why for men????
   FAITH: Name of Trinity. Explained sometime!
   TRADITIONAL: Draw curtain. Why for men????
   FAITH: Name of Trinity. Explained sometime!

II. CHRISTIAN WORSHIP
   B. SING: Eph. 5:19. Col. 3:16. FAITH!! Heart!
   TRADITIONAL: Song book. Memorize the Psalms!!!
   TRADITIONAL: No. of songs used. "3 & prayer"
   Perfectly allright. Left to Elders, members
   TRADITIONAL: Notes? Scotland only words.
   Song leader stand. Can sit. Sing "amen".
   C. PRAY: Faith. Acts 2:42. TRADITIONAL: how many
   Verbal only? Written out? I Tim. 2:8, ans.

Like

Traditions: It is the MOST IMPORTANT PART?#
Unfortunate emphasis. Comm.—only Christians
1/5th of WHEN? in the day? In the service? How
a meal.

often in a single day? Memphis: 5 !!

Weak!

FAITH: Quiet, reverent, grateful, thank
ful and REMEMBERING. I Cor. 11:26.
SHOW or TELL or COMMEMORATE........

Tradition: Pass emblems separately. Pass them
together. Ill. Miss. & Wayside & Sheri
HOUSTON.

E. FELLOWSHIP (Giving). Gr. Koinonia=Sharing.

Faith: Each Sunday. I Cor. 16:2. Like L. S.!!

Faith: As prospered or AMOUNT prospered.

Faith: Attitude: II Cor. 9:7-8. Joy!!!

Tradition: Pass plates? Old: Sing and walk
by the table; as leave building, door.
Tradition: Prayer before. No prayer.
Tradition: Alongside the Lord’s Supper.
At close of service. At first.

Baskets, Plates, Hats, Bowls.

fully to Spr. exercise of the soul.
Not be disturbed by diff. in traditions.

INV. IF WISH TO BE SAVED: HAVE SINS REMOVED MUST:

Confess Jesus’ precious name. M.10:32

IF HAVE FALLEN FROM GOD’S LOVING FAVOR:
Repent and let us pray together. A. 8:22.